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Phaser 840 
Printhead-to-Drum 
Spacing Adjustment
Improved tools allow the printhead adjustment
to be performed faster and with better accuracy.
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Overview
A new tool is now available for adjusting the 
Phaser 840 printhead-to-drum spacing. The tool 
consists of three components:

n Tension spring

n Two interchangeable gap clips

Using this tool, the printhead adjustment may 
be performed faster and with better accuracy. 
The digital indicator gauge is no longer 
recommended for use.

The new tool is packaged with each printhead 
FRU. After the new printhead has been adjusted, 
the tension spring and gap clips should be 
packaged with the old printhead and returned 
to the factory.

INTRODUCTION

The printhead-to-drum spacing may be adjusted 
faster and more accurately using the new tools.

Tension spring

Gap clips
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Tension spring
The tension spring is installed in addition to the 
printhead tilt spring. The extra force presses the 
printhead firmly against the gap clips, which 
mount onto the printhead. 

When installed correctly the spring hooks 
through the tilt arm from the rear. In this 
position the spring may be inserted downward 
into the mounting bracket.

INTRODUCTION

Hook through
inside of tilt arm 

New tension spring

The tension spring provides additional force that 
presses the printhead against the gap clips.
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Gap clips
The front tab on each gap clip establishes the 
gap between the printhead faceplate and drum. 
Because the front tab is the same thickness, the 
clips are interchangeable.

When installed properly, the clips should:

n Hook under BOTH metal edges on the corner 
of the printhead

n Touch the hard stop (inner edge of sheet �
metal notch)

During the adjustment procedure, the clips are 
installed simultaneously. After the adjustment is 
complete, the clips should be removed 
immediately to avoid printer failures.

Because the gap clips mount directly to the 
printhead, they are very hot. To avoid injury 
when removing them from the printer, do not 
touch the metal areas on the clips.

INTRODUCTION

The gap 
clips 
are installed 
simultaneously 
to establish 
the 
printhead-
to-drum 
spacing.

Hook under 
both �
metal edges 

Clip should 
touch �
hard stop

CLIP PARTIALLY INSTALLED

CLIP FULLY INSTALLED

PRINTHEAD
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Overview
The new printhead-to-drum spacing adjustment 
is performed only  after the printer has warmed 
up. A cold adjustment is no longer required. 
After the printer has warmed up, the following 
adjustment steps should be performed:

n 	Prepare the printer
n 	Install the tools
n Adjust the printhead
n Remove the tools
n Evaluate print quality

In addition to the gap clips and tension spring, 
these tools are required to adjust the printhead:

n 	Flat-blade screwdriver
n 	Torque screwdriver with T-20 Torx bit 

The front panel “Head-to-Drum Adjust” 
selection, or the PC-based diagnostics 
“Printhead Adjust” test must be used to adjust 
the printhead. Using diagnostics allows easier 
access to the adjustment slots because the ink 
loader may be removed.

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

using a flatblade screwdriver, a torque 
screwdriver, and the new adjustment tools.

The printhead is adjusted only when it is hot  
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Prepare the printer
To prepare the printer for adjustment, install the 
new printhead. Check the printhead to ensure it 
is adjusted away from the drum, then complete 
the following steps:

1. Turn on the printer and allow it to reach 
"READY TO PRINT"

2. Enter the hidden Service menu and select 
Head-to-Drum Adjust:
n Scroll to MENU and press SELECT

n Scroll to TROUBLESHOOTING and press SELECT 

n Press and hold the left arrow button, then 
press SELECT

n Scroll to HEAD-TO-DRUM ADJUST and
press SELECT

n Wait for the printhead and drum to stop moving

3. Move the ink loader back slightly to gain 
better access to the printhead.

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

Front panel “Head-to-Drum Adjust”

PC-based diagnostics 
“Printhead Adjust” test

Move the ink loader back slightly and use the
hidden Service menu’s “Head-to-Drum Adjust” 
sequence, or use PC-based diagnostics.
 

                  Service

Head-to-Drum Adjust

If the printhead fails to tilt back momentarily
when HEAD-TO-DRUM ADJUST is selected,  
exit and re-enter the adjustment mode to 
ensure the adjustment is performed accurately.
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Install the gap clips
The gap clips are installed simultaneously onto 
the top corners of the printhead. To install the 
clips:

1. Pull the tilt arm away from the drum and 
hold it in this position.

2. To install a gap clip on the right side, hook it 
under both metal edges on the printhead.

3. Push the gap clip against the hard stop.

4. Then push the clip forward until its tab is 
seated against the printhead faceplate. 

5. Using the same process, install a gap clip 
onto the left corner of the printhead.

6. Slowly move the tilt arm forward so it 
returns to the “print” position.

When the printhead is in the “PRINT” position, 
the gap clips may touch the drum. This is 
normal.

INSTALL THE TOOLS

Gap clip installed Gap clip installed

Hard stop

Pull the tilt arm away from the drum and then
install the gap clips onto the printhead.
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Install the tension spring
After the gap clips are in place, the tension 
spring should be installed in addition to the 
existing printhead tilt spring. To install the 
spring:

1. From the back side of the tilt arm, hook the 
U-shaped end of the spring through the tilt 
arm.

2. Hold the spring behind the first coil and pull 
it forward.

3. Latch the spring through the hole in the 
upper bracket.

To install the spring into the upper bracket 
without slipping, hold the spring as shown �
and pull it toward you. Due to the spring force,
the printer may need to be held in place
when the spring is installed.

INSTALL THE TOOLS
Latch spring
through hole  

Hook the tension spring through the tilt arm, 
then pull forward and latch the spring 
through the upper bracket.



Adjust spacing
The printhead-to-drum spacing is set by 
adjusting the printhead forward against the gap 
clips. Because one side of the printhead moves 
slightly when the opposite side is adjusted, each 
side should be adjusted twice to ensure the 
spacing is correct. To adjust the spacing:

1. Loosen the four locking screws 1/2 turn.

2. Insert a screwdriver into the right 
adjustment slot.

3. Twist the screwdriver clockwise to adjust 
the printhead forward until the right gap clip 
is tight against the drum.

4. Insert a screwdriver into the left adjustment 
slot and twist counterclockwise, adjusting 
the printhead forward until the left gap clip 
is tight against the drum.

5. Readjust the right side, and then the left, to 
ensure the clips are tight against the drum.

If the printhead does not move forward
smoothly, twist the screwdriver back and forth   
several times, or loosen the locking screws
an additional 1/4 turn.

Loosen 4 locking
screws 1/2 turn 

Adjustment slot

To set the spacing, adjust the printhead forward 
until the gap clips are tight against the drum. 
Repeat the adjustment to minimize interaction.

P A G E  8ADJUST THE PRINTHEAD
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Tighten locking screws
After the printhead-to-drum spacing is adjusted, 
a Z-pattern is used to tighten the locking 
screws to 20 inch-pounds. To tighten the 
screws:

1. Starting with the rear screws, use a Z-pattern 
to SNUG (not tighten) the four locking
screws. 

2. Set the torque screwdriver to 20 inch-
pounds.

3. Using the same Z-pattern, TIGHTEN the 
locking screws to 20 inch-pounds.

ADJUST THE PRINTHEAD

11 22

33 44

Using a Z-pattern, first snug the locking screws, �
then tighten the screws to 20 inch-pounds
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Remove the spring and clips
When the adjustment is completed, the tension 
spring and gap clips must be removed from the 
printer. To position the tilt arm more easily for 
gap clip removal, the tension spring should 
always be removed first. 

1. Detach the tension spring from the upper 
bracket, and then from the tilt arm.

2. Pull the tilt arm away from the drum and 
hold it in this position.

3. Carefully remove the gap clips from the 
printhead.

4. Slowly move the tilt arm to its forward 
position.

5. Exit the “Head-To-Drum” sequence.     

To avoid printer failures, always remove �
the spring and gap clips before exiting the�
“Head-To-Drum” sequence.
 

Because the gap clips mount directly to the 
printhead, they are very hot. To avoid injury 
when removing them from the printer, hold 
the clips by the silicone (red) insulators.

REMOVE THE TOOLS

To avoid printer failures, first remove the tension�
spring and gap clips, then exit the
 “Head-To- Drum” sequence.
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Evaluate service test print 11
After the adjustment is performed, Service Test
Print 11 should be evaluated to determine if  
the adjustment should be repeated. To print 
Service Test Print 11:  
1.  From the hidden Service menu, scroll

to TEST PRINTS and press SELECT.

2. Scroll to 11: Head-to-Drum Check.

4. On page one of the print, examine the 
BLACK LINES near the left and right sides 
(1/2 in. or 1.3 cm).  Refer to the following  
examples to determine if the adjustment 
should be repeated. When the adjustment is 
optimized, the short dashes are below the 
long dashes, and there is no visible 
difference when comparing the left and right 
sides of the print.

 

EVALUATE PRINT QUALITY

Print service test print 11 to determine if the�
printhead-to-drum spacing is adjusted properly.

Optimized adjustment:

   - short dashes are 
      below long dashes

  - no visible difference on 
     left and right sides On page one of the test print, the black lines are

used to evaluate the adjustment because the 
black jets are located farthest from the drum. 

3. On page TWO of the print, look for text 
that is fuzzy or differs in quality from one 
side of the print to the other.

Time_to_Drum/Head_to_Drum test print:
Short dashes above the line indicate large time_to_drum and/or large head_to_drum gap.
Short dashes below the line indicate small time_to_drum and/or small head_to_drum gap.

Use only the black line.

Examine left and right 
sides of page one 
(1/2 inch from end 
of lines).
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Check for skew
If the left and right printhead-to-drum gaps are
not equal, the printhead is skewed in relation to
the drum. Under these conditions, the print will 
show either of the following characteristics:

 
  

EVALUATE PRINT QUALITY

Examine the print for skew between the left and 
right sides of the print, and repeat the adjustment 
if there is a noticeable difference.

Although a small amount of skew is allowed, 
the adjustment should be repeated when there is 
a noticeable difference (1/64 in or 0.4 mm) 
between the left and right sides.

If the short dashes are below the long dashes 
on both sides of the print, the adjustment 
needs to be repeated ONLY when the skew is
excessive.

 

 

n The short dashes extend farther below the 
long dashes on one side of the print

n The short dashes on one side of the print are
below the long dashes, and above the long 
dashes on the opposite side of the print

Passing adjustment: 
short dashes slightly �
above and slightly �
below long dashes �
(repeat adjustment
if there is line separation
on either side of print) 

Time_to_Drum/Head_to_Drum test print:
Short dashes above the line indicate large time_to_drum and/or large head_to_drum gap.
Short dashes below the line indicate small time_to_drum and/or small head_to_drum gap.

Passing adjustment: �
short dashes below �
long dashes with slight �
visible difference

Repeat adjustment: 
short dashes on one
side are noticeably 
lower than the short 
dashes on the other �
side
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Drum gap too wide
If the printhead is positioned too far from the
drum, the short dashes are located above the
long dashes. When this occurs, the adjustment
should be repeated if the short dashes on either
side of the print appear to be disconnected from
the long dashes. If the short and long dashes 
combine to form a wavy line, the adjustment is
marginal.

  

EVALUATE PRINT QUALITY

If the short dashes are above the long dashes,
repeat the adjustment only if the lines appear to
be disconnected from the long dashes

When the short dashes are located above the 
long dashes, the adjustment is marginal. 

Repeat adjustment: short
dashes are disconnected �
from long dashes

Time_to_Drum/Head_to_Drum test print:
Short dashes above the line indicate large time_to_drum and/or large head_to_drum gap.
Short dashes below the line indicate small time_to_drum and/or small head_to_drum gap.

Passing adjustment: short
dashes are slightly �
above long dashes on �
both sides
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Summary
Typically, the printhead-to-drum spacing 
is within tolerance after the adjustment is 
completed one time.  However, the procedure
should be repeated if Service Test Print 11 
shows any of the following characteristics: 

  

EVALUATE PRINT QUALITY

The adjustment should be repeated ONLY when 
Service Test Print 11 shows one of the above 
conditions. 

Repeat adjustment: �
short dashes on either �
side are disconnected �
from long dashes

n The short dashes extend above the long
dashes, and they are disconnected (line 
separation) from the long dashes

n The skew is excessive

n The short dashes are above and below the
long dashes, and there is line separation
on one side of the print

Time_to_Drum/Head_to_Drum test print:
Short dashes above the line indicate large time_to_drum and/or large head_to_drum gap.
Short dashes below the line indicate small time_to_drum and/or small head_to_drum gap.

Repeat adjustment: �
short dashes are above �
the long dashes and �
there is line separation 

Repeat adjustment: 
too much skew


